
Procurement of Hardware for the development of VR and AR Experiences 

 

As a part of the exhibition for the G20 events, the IKS Division is proposing to develop world 

class Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) experiences showcasing Indian 

Knowledge Systems in a way that is appealing to the youth.  

The following hardware are required for the deployment of the VR/AR experiences. This 

hardware will become the asset of the IKS Division and will be used to setup similar VR/AR 

experiences elsewhere as per the requirements without any further costs.  

S. 

No. 

Item Specification Justification Quantity 

(in no.) 

1 Meta 

Quest 2 

256GB State-of-the-art VR Headset with 

incomparable ease of use and 

interactivity 

6 

2 Link 

cable for 

Meta 

Quest 2 

5m in length Cable enables enhanced hardware 

performance by connecting the VR 

Headset with the High-power Laptop 

to render rich, immersive graphic 

content in real-time 

6 

3 iPad for 

AR 

iPad 11 Pro M2 

wi-fi 256GB 4th 

gen 

Rich form-factor for AR Experiences 

giving ample detail of visual content 

and readability of textual content 

6 

4 Game 

Laptop 

for VR 

16GB RAM, 1TB 

SSD, NVIDIA 

RTX 3060, Intel 

12th Gen 

High performance and throughput to 

render high-detail graphics in real-time 

for seamless experience 

6 

 

These items are required before 23rd January, 2023 (In time for the first G20 summit on 31st 

January 2023). Therefore, we are inviting quotations for the supply of these items on an 

immediate basis. 

 

Deadline: The quotes must be submitted in sealed envelope to the IKS Division Headquarters by 

20th January,2023 till 10:00 am for receiving full consideration by the evaluation committee.  

Address: IKS Division, AICTE Headquarters, Nelson Mandela Marg, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 

110070 

 
Disclaimer: The IKS Division reserves the right to accept or reject any or all Quotes and/ or to 

cancel the Enquiry at any stage without assigning any reason/notice whatsoever. 


